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Atomistic Simulations of Bicelle Mixtures
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ABSTRACT Mixtures of long- and short-tail phosphatidylcholine lipids are known to self-assemble into a variety of aggregates
combining flat bilayerlike and curved micellelike features, commonly called bicelles. Atomistic simulations of bilayer ribbons and
perforated bilayers containing dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC, di-C14 tails) and dihexanoylphosphatidylcholine (DHPC,
di-C6 tails) have been carried out to investigate the partitioning of these components between flat and curved microenvironments
and the stabilization of the bilayer edge by DHPC. To approach equilibrium partitioning of lipids on an achievable simulation time-
scale, configuration-bias Monte Carlo mutation moves were used to allow individual lipids to change tail length within a semi-
grand-canonical ensemble. Since acceptance probabilities for direct transitions between DMPC and DHPC were negligible,
a third component with intermediate tail length (didecanoylphosphatidylcholine, di-C10 tails) was included at a low concentration
to serve as an intermediate for transitions between DMPC and DHPC. Strong enrichment of DHPC is seen at ribbon and pore
edges, with an excess linear density of ~3 nm�1. The simulation model yields estimates for the onset of edge stability with
increasing bilayer DHPC content between 5% and 15% DHPC at 300 K and between 7% and 17% DHPC at 323 K, higher
than experimental estimates. Local structure and composition at points of close contact between pores suggest a possible mech-
anism for effective attractions between pores, providing a rationalization for the tendency of bicelle mixtures to aggregate into
perforated vesicles and perforated sheets.
INTRODUCTION
Lipids and other surfactants self-assemble into aggregates

that display a variety of morphologies. Over three decades

ago, Israelachvili et al. (1) rationalized this behavior by con-

sidering molecular dimensions and surface area to volume

(S/V) ratios. Glycerophospholipids such as dimyristoylphos-

phatidylcholine (DMPC) aggregate into bilayer sheets rather

than spherical or cylindrical micelles, they argued, because at

dimensions dictated by the molecular lengths a nearly flat

bilayer presents an optimal S/V ratio. The edge of a bilayer

therefore would represent an unstable structure, as lipids

positioned at the rim would be subject to an S/V ratio

roughly double that of the bilayer interior (Fig. 1) if one

treats the edge as a hemicylinder of diameter equal to the

bilayer thickness. The instability of the bilayer edge per

unit length, or line tension, has been the subject of investiga-

tion through experiment (2,3), theory (4), and molecular

simulation (5,6).

Reduction of the bilayer line tension by adding a compo-

nent that would stabilize the rim, sometimes termed an edge-

actant, was characterized first by Fromherz (7). Lin et al.

carried out investigations of mixtures of glycerophosphati-

dylcholine lipids of different tail length, and suggested that

mixing dipalmitoyl PC (DPPC, 16 carbons/tail) with dihep-

tanoyl PC (seven carbons/tail) forms disklike micelles with

the shorter-tail lipids coating and stabilizing the edges (8).

Sanders and Schwonek (9) showed that a related mixture,

of DMPC (di-C14 PC) with dihexanoyl PC (DHPC, di-C6

PC) displayed an ordered phase that could be useful as
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a medium for NMR studies of membrane-associated pro-

teins. DMPC/DHPC aggregates came to be known as

bicelles, a term arising from their status as ‘‘binary, bilayered

mixed micelles’’ (10). Various bicelle mixtures have been

applied to the study of membrane-associated proteins by

NMR (in both ordered and isotropic phases) (11), as well

as to crystallographic (12) characterization of membrane

proteins. As first shown by Tjandra and Bax (13), oriented

bicelle systems could also impart weak orientation to non-

spherical soluble proteins, leading to their application in

a broad range of macromolecular NMR experiments.

The initial development of applications for bicelles out-

paced the characterization of bicelle structure. Early descrip-

tions of aggregate structure and the distribution of lipids

within the aggregates were based on a very simple ideal

bicelle model, in which total segregation of DHPC and

DMPC between edge and bilayer environments was assumed

(14). Recent work has highlighted the morphological com-

plexity of these systems, with disks, wormlike or ribbonlike

micelles, and perforated bilayer or networklike structures

appearing at various compositions and temperatures (15–20).

The extent of mixing of long- and short-tail PC lipids within

these structures—the degree of deviation from the ideal

bicelle model—has also been inferred and quantified using

phosphorus NMR (21,22).

Although molecular simulation can often provide insight

into complex lipid bilayer behaviors (23), the application

of atomistic models to the study of bicelles presents several

challenges. Experimental time- and lengthscales for aggre-

gate assembly generally will surpass what is practical for

a simulation. Although a micelle or a patch of bilayer can

assemble in tens of nanoseconds (24,25), the morphology
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.03.042
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FIGURE 1 Cross section of idealized hemicylindrical bilayer edge. Area/

volume ratio is 2d�1 in the flat portion, 4d�1 in the edge.
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of the resulting aggregate is greatly influenced by the

boundary conditions of the simulation. Even within a preas-

sembled aggregate, the time required for lipids to diffuse

distances of a few nanometers is of the order of 1 ms, mean-

ing that the lateral distribution of DMPC and DHPC in a

bicelle structure will be biased toward the initial distribution

for simulations of that duration or shorter. Coarse-grained

(CG) model simulations of lipid mixtures (26–29), in which

diffusion rates tend to be faster and longer simulation trajec-

tories are practical, are increasingly popular. However, for

some purposes—including the development of CG models

using atomistic simulation data as a reference (30–33)—

a more detailed representation of the system is desirable.

A mixed molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo (MC)

method has been developed to facilitate the simulation of

equilibrated lipid mixtures (34–36). Using configuration-

bias Monte Carlo (CBMC) tail regrowth moves (37) within

the isomolar semigrand-canonical ensemble, the technique

aims to allow each lipid in the system to establish equilib-

rium with respect to a pair of virtual lipid reservoirs, with

the difference in chemical potential (Dm) between the reser-

voirs fixed over the simulation. In a previous study, this tech-

nique was used to demonstrate the equilibrium enrichment of

the shorter-tail lipid at the edges of a bilayer ribbon contain-

ing a mixture of DMPC with didecanoyl PC (DDPC, di-C10

PC) (35). Because the acceptance probability for mutation

moves decreases rapidly with increasing tail-length mis-

match, the original method was inefficient at modeling the

DMPC-DHPC mixtures of experimental interest. Following

the example of the expanded ensemble methods of Escobedo

and de Pablo (38), we have worked around this problem by

including an intermediate-stage lipid (DDPC) at low concen-

trations. Equilibria between DMPC and DDPC and between

DDPC and DHPC are established simultaneously through

direct mutations with specified DmDD-DM and DmDH-DD. As

a consequence, all lipids have the opportunity to interconvert

in two steps between DMPC and DHPC. The DmDD-DM þ
DmDH-DD sum determines the balance between DMPC

and DHPC, whereas the difference, DmDD-DM � DmDH-DD,
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determines the level of DDPC. More DDPC in the mixture

provides more opportunities for two-step transitions between

DMPC and DHPC but brings the mixture farther away

from the true binary lipid mixture of interest. As a compro-

mise, we have aimed for an average DDPC mole fraction

near 10%.

In this report, we describe simulations of bilayers with and

without pores and bilayer ribbons, at various proportions of

DMPC to DHPC, all containing a small fraction of DDPC, at

300 K and at 323 K. The simulation trajectories have been

analyzed to characterize the partitioning behavior of the two

lipids between the bilayer and the edge, the stability of the

edge, and the lateral and normal distributions of DMPC

and DHPC within intact mixtures.
METHODS

The methods applied are a straightforward extension of the technique intro-

duced by de Joannis et al. (34). A customized version of the GROMACS

3.2.1 package (39) was used in which CBMC (37) tail mutation move

attempts alternate with conventional molecular dynamics time integration

steps. As in previous studies (34,35), CBMC tail growth and shrinking

moves were performed with k ¼ 4 trial sites generated for each segment.

For the work described here, each lipid could exist in one of three states:

long-tail (‘‘L’’), short-tail (‘‘S’’), or intermediate (‘‘B’’). For each CBMC

trial move, one lipid molecule is selected at random. If a long-tail or

a short-tail lipid is selected, a shortening or lengthening trial move to convert

that lipid to the intermediate state is attempted. If instead the lipid selected is

in the intermediate state, then with equal probability an attempt is made to

convert this lipid either to a long-tail or a short-tail lipid. Activity ratios

aBL h exp(b(mB-mL)) and aSB h exp(b(mS-mB)) are chosen to control the

number ratios of long and short lipids to intermediate lipids through

the influence of these terms on acceptance probabilities of CBMC moves.

The activity ratio of primary interest, a h exp(b (mS-mL)), is accordingly

equal to aSB/aBL. In the production runs, a values are chosen to yield a range

of overall L/S ratios with the intermediate molecules maintained at a mole

fraction of 5–10% in the system.

To test the two-step algorithm, we compare the results presented here with

those produced by our previous one-step MCMD algorithm for mixed DPPC

(di-C16) and DLPC (di-C12) bilayers composed of 128 lipids. The two-step

algorithm is therefore applied to two equilibria, DPPC/DMPC and DMPC/

DLPC, with tail lengths differing by two carbons for each pair; DPPC corre-

sponds to L, DMPC corresponds to B, and DLPC corresponds to S in the

above explanation. The activity ratio a is set to a value (3469) shown previ-

ously (34) to yield a 1:1 ratio of DPPC to DLPC. Two-step MCMD simula-

tions starting from either 100% DPPC or 100% DLPC converge to an evenly

balanced mixture of these components within 0.5 ns. In the two-step muta-

tion simulation, the percentage of intermediate species is <10%, and its

presence therefore should have little effect on the ratio of L and S lipids.

As indicated in Table 1, the two-step algorithm results are consistent with

our previous one-step results (34) in this case, where a direct comparison

is practical.
Details of force-field and MD parameters

A simulation step is composed of a 2-fs MD step and a CBMC mutation

attempt. The Langevin dynamics algorithm (40) with a thermostat time

constant of 0.2 ps is used for the dynamics step. In bilayer simulations,

Berendsen’s semi-isotropic pressure coupling scheme is applied in the xy

and z (bilayer normal) direction independently with pressure set to

1.0 bar, a time constant of 1 ps, and compressibility set to 4.5� 10�5 bar�1.

In ribbon simulations, the same pressure coupling parameters were used,



TABLE 1 Comparison of the results from two-step (A) and

one-step (B) MCMD in DPPC/DLPC systems

Activity ratio,

a ¼ exp(b(mS � mL))

DPPC/

DLPC

%

Intermediate

Time

(ns)

Mean area/

lipid (Å2)

1163 3.71

3.44

11.7%

N/A

5.4 ns

10 ns

66.54 5 1.26

66.68 5 0.18
3490 1.08

0.95

5.9%

N/A

6.4 ns

10 ns

66.74 5 0.30

67.10 5 0.11

9307 0.38

0.33

4.6%

N/A

5 ns

10 ns

67.63 5 0.25

67.01 5 0.34

Results in italic are from the one-step MCMD study of de Joannis et al. (34).

TABLE 3 Results from two-step MCMD simulations of DMPC/

DHPC/DDPC systems starting from intact bilayers

Run

ID

a

(�107)

aBL

(�102) DMPC % DHPC %

Final

configuration Time

300 K

B1 0.5 5 93.0% 0.7% Intact 56 ns

B2 2 5 88.7% 5.3% Intact 100 ns

B3 5 10 74.2% 14.7% Intact 76 ns

B4 10 10 64.7% 25.2% Intact 72 ns

B5 20 10 51.2% 41.1% Intact 90 ns

B6 40 10 32.8% 62.5% Perforated 40 ns

323 K

B7 0.2 1 85.4% 7.3% Intact 40 ns

B8 0.5 2 75.1% 17.2% Intact 75 ns

B9 1 2 61.9% 31.5% Intact 90 ns

B10 2 4 42.2% 52.3% Perforated 15 ns

For systems that remain intact throughout the simulations, the compositions

are the results averaged over the last 24 ns of the trajectory. Trajectories

producing pores were stopped upon pore formation at the times and compo-

sitions listed.
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except that the box dimension parallel to the bilayer edge was held fixed.

The VMD (visual MD) package (41) was used for molecular visualization.

Simulations were performed using the parameters derived for DPPC by

Berger et al. (42). DMPC, DDPC, and DHPC used the same parameters

with 2, 6, and 10 methylene groups removed from each tail of DPPC lipid.

A single-point-charge (SPC) model (43) was used for the water molecules.

During MD simulations, all bonds were subject to length constraints using

LINCS (44) (for lipids) or SETTLE (45) (for waters). The electrostatic forces

were treated using particle mesh Ewald (46), with a 1.0-nm cut-off in real

space, 0.12-nm grid size in Fourier space, and fourth-order interpolation.
System set-up

A series of simulations on bilayer ribbons (denoted R3–R6; see details in

Table 2) were initiated from a mixed DMPC/DDPC bilayer structure con-

taining 125 DMPC, 58 DDPC, and 0 DHPC that was the endpoint of an

8-ns trajectory previously reported (35). Ribbon simulations contained

11,994 solvent molecules, with a fixed edge length of 6.14 nm. The first

10 ns of each trajectory are not factored into calculations of line tension,

composition, or edge excess. Snapshots of the final frames for all ribbon

simulations are given in Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material.

An intact bilayer structure consisting of 128 DMPC molecules in fluid

phase available on the Tieleman group website, http://moose.bio.ucalgary.

ca/index.php?page¼Downloads (47), was used as the initial configuration

of a series of intact bilayer simulations (B7–B10; see Table 3) at 323 K.

Pore-containing system trajectories at 323 K were set up by first raising

the activity ratio to a ¼ 1 � 108 and using the perforated structure that

appears after 20 ns containing 4 DMPC, 121 DHPC, and 3 DDPC as a

starting point for trajectories (P7–P10) at lower activity ratios. As one of

these (P9) underwent a transition to a cylindrical micelle structure, this

trajectory was repeated (P9b) using an earlier structure from the a ¼ 1 �
108 simulation (19 DMPC, 94 DHPC, and 15 DDPC) as a starting point,

yielding a stable pore. Bilayer simulations at 300 K (B1–B6) were initiated

from an intermediate structure in a 323 K trajectory containing 65 DMPC,

61 DHPC, and 2 DDPC. A series of pore-containing simulations at 300 K

(runs P1–P6) were initiated from the perforated bilayer structure at the

endpoint of series B10. All intact and porous bilayer systems contain
TABLE 2 Results from two-step MCMD simulations of DMPC/DHPC

Run ID a (�107) aBL (�102) DMPC % DHPC %

R3 5 10 58.9 5 1.3 30.5 5 1.0

R4 10 10 50.5 5 1.4 40.3 5 1.5

R5 20 10 40.5 5 2.6 53.0 5 2.6

R6 40 10 21.6 5 2.7 74.3 5 3.0

Simulations were performed at 300 K. Line tension was calculated according to E

tension, composition, or edge excess.
3655 water molecules. Activity ratios and trajectory durations are reported

in Tables 3 and 4 for systems initiated as intact bilayers and perforated bila-

yers, respectively. For systems that remain stable throughout the simula-

tions, the compositions are the results averaged over the last 24 ns of the

trajectory. Intact bilayer trajectories that produced pores were stopped

upon pore formation at the times and compositions listed. In perforated

bilayer systems with shrinking or growing pores, compositions are extracted

from the last frame of the simulation. Snapshots of perforated bilayers at

300 K are given in Fig. S2.
Edge composition analysis

To define the composition of the bilayer edge in systems containing pores of

variable size and shape, we first located the edge of a bilayer by analyzing

the variation of the water content in the system as a function of position

in the xy plane (parallel to the bilayer surface). The water content is maximal

in the pore interior, where a section along the z axis will contain only water,

and lowest where the bilayer reaches its full thickness. The transition

between the two marks the edge of the pore; we defined the edge location

to be where water content drops to 70% of the maximum. Once the contour

of a pore was identified, we computed the lateral distance between the phos-

phorus atom in each lipid and the contour to check whether a lipid was at the

edge or not, using a cutoff distance of 1 nm (illustrated in Fig. S3 a). The

choice of 1 nm for the cutoff distance was made to ensure that a pore is

completely enclosed in the contour, and in the meantime, there is a reason-

able area of flat bilayer existing outside of the contour. A typical contour line

derived from this procedure is shown in Fig. S3 b in superposition with the

pore. Occasionally, a DHPC molecule escapes the bilayer to float free in the
/DDPC ribbon assemblies

L (pN) Excess DHPC (nm�1) Final configuration Time

�8 5 8 2.8 Ribbon 50 ns

17 5 14 3.0 Ribbon 60 ns

�10 5 13 3.0 Ribbon with large

edge undulations

45ns

N/A N/A Perforated ribbon 25 ns

q. 1. The first 10 ns of each trajectory are not factored into calculations of line
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TABLE 4 Results from two-step MCMD simulations for DMPC/

DHPC/DDPC systems starting from perforated bilayers

Run ID

a

(�107)

aBL

(�102) DMPC % DHPC %

Final

configuration Time

300 K

P1 0.5 5 87.5% 5.5% Shrinking pore 90 ns

P2 2 5 76.6% 15.6% Shrinking pore 90 ns

P3 5 10 48.0% 40.2% Stable pore 84 ns

P4 10 10 40.5% 50.3% Stable pore 90 ns

P5 20 10 21.9% 75.0% Growing pore 64 ns

P6 40 10 11.7% 82.8% Growing pore 44 ns

323 K

P7 0.2 1 74.2% 18.1% Shrinking pore 40 ns

P8 0.5 2 43.0% 47.6% Stable pore 75 ns

P9 1 2 29.8% 65.0% Cylinder 120 ns

P9b 1 2 41.0% 53.1% Growing Pore 90 ns

P10 2 4 9.4% 82.8% Growing Pore 50 ns

For systems in which pores are stable throughout the simulations, the

compositions are the results averaged over the last 24 ns of the trajectory.

For systems in which pores shrink or expand continually, the compositions

are extracted from the last frame of the simulation.
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solvent, as one would expect for a molecule with a critical micellar concen-

tration of the order 10�2 M (48) in a system containing thousands of waters.
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time (ns)

0

32nu
m

0

32

FIGURE 2 Composition fluctuations for an intact bilayer (system B3;

upper panel) and a perforated bilayer (system P3; lower panel) at the

same activity ratio, a ¼ 5 � 107 at 300 K.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Timescales for equilibration

Fig. 2 shows the evolution of system composition over time

for intact bilayer and perforated systems containing a mixture

of primarily DMPC and DHPC to illustrate typical time-

scales for equilibrating system composition. In both cases,

a steady, low level of the intermediate component lipid

DDPC is established within 1 ns, similar to the relaxation

time for compositions of binary mixtures in previous one-

step simulations (34). The balance between DMPC and

DHPC takes longer to stabilize, with equilibrium apparently

established over an ~10-ns timescale. Although this balance

remains stable for intact bilayers, size and shape changes of

pores contribute an additional slow component to the evolu-

tion of composition.
Enrichment of DHPC at edge

As seen previously in DDPC/DMPC mixtures (35), atomistic

simulation shows the shorter-tail lipid to be enriched at the

bilayer edge, as is evident from snapshots of pore and ribbon

structures shown in Fig. 3. The effect is stronger in the pseu-

dobinary DHPC/(DDPC)/DMPC mixture presented here, as

expected for the greater mismatch in tail length between

DHPC and DMPC. We attempt to quantify the degree of

enrichment in two ways. First, we compare the bulk compo-

sition from a separate simulation of an intact bilayer at the

same activity ratios with the edge composition of pores

and ribbons (Fig. 4). For a pore or ribbon edge of variable

size and shape, the definition of the edge for these purposes

is necessarily arbitrary. Using our definition (see Methods),
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we find that segregation is far from strict; in one case, for

instance, we observe that 15% of the bulk consists of

DHPC, whereas >40% of the edge consists of DMPC and

DDPC. Increasing the temperature from 300 K to 323 K

does not appreciably change the degree of partitioning, in

contrast to experimental evidence that higher temperature

drives DHPC away from the edge and toward the bilayer

interior (21).

The line excess density of DHPC, essentially the number

of extra DHPC molecules attracted to the edge per unit

length of edge created from an intact bilayer (35,49,50),

was also calculated from the ribbon simulations. For

simplicity, DMPC and DDPC were treated as equivalent

during this calculation. At all three ribbon compositions,

~3 excess molecules of DHPC/nanometer of edge were

observed (Table 2). For comparison, earlier simulations of

mixed DMPC and DDPC ribbons yielded an edge excess

of ~2 DDPC molecules/nm (35).
Pore-pore contacts

In several cases, where pores are close to their images across

the periodic boundaries, we observe a local reversal of the



FIGURE 3 Top-view snapshot of pore-containing lipid bilayer (at top,

system P3, four periodic images shown, total image size 13.5 � 13.6 nm)

with water omitted for clarity. Cross-sectional and top views, respectively,

of a bilayer ribbon (middle and bottom, system R3). Cross-sectional view

includes solvent (gray) in the primary simulation box. Water is omitted in

the top view. DHPC, DMPC, and DDPC are represented in red, blue, and

yellow, respectively, with headgroup phosphorus sites highlighted as

spheres.

FIGURE 4 DHPC fractions in intact bilayers (open squares), pore edge

(solid squares), and in ribbon edges (solid circles), for systems R3, B3,

and P3 (see Tables 2–4, respectively).
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expected distribution of lipid orientations: DHPC head-

groups are arrayed in the bilayer plane, whereas DMPC

headgroups line the pore (see Fig. 3). When the neck, or

stalk, dividing two pores becomes narrow enough, the local

structure becomes similar to that of a cylindrical or quasicy-

lindrical micelle—known to be stable in some regions of the

DMPC/DHPC phase diagram (16,18). We hypothesize that

the more isotropic local environment of the neck allows

the two components to mix to a much greater extent than

when the edge and the bilayer present distinct microenviron-

ments. This extra miscibility may stabilize the point of

contact and hinder either fusion or separation of the pores.
Such stabilization could help to explain experimental obser-

vations of stability of perforated vesicle and perforated

lamellar structures containing high concentrations of pores

(16,18), which were not predicted by early models of bicelle

structure. Without this stabilization of pore-pore contacts,

one would expect a porous vesicle to be susceptible to frag-

mentation into many smaller disklike aggregates (maintain-

ing the same overall area/edge length ratio), driven by both

the translational and rotational entropy associated with their

release and the elimination of the elastic energy associated

with the curvature of the vesicle.
Thermodynamic stability of the edge

As one expects from basic thermodynamics, enrichment of

DHPC at the edge is accompanied by an increase in edge

stability, analogous to stabilization of a two-dimensional

interface by a surfactant (51). In other words, it is an edge-

actant whose presence reduces the excess free energy/unit

length of the edge, or line tension L (50). As the hallmark

of the classical bicelle structure is the stability of the edge,

we consider the question: what is the minimum fraction of

DHPC needed to reduce L to zero? In previous CG simula-

tions of long- and short-tailed lipid mixtures (52), the line

tension was obtained over a range of compositions from

analysis of pressure anisotropy in bilayer ribbons (5,53,54)

using the relationship

L ¼ LxLy

2

�
Pxx þ Pyy

2
� Pzz

�
; (1)

where Lx and Ly are the lengths of the simulation box in the

dimensions perpendicular to the ribbon edge, and Pxx, Pyy

and Pzz are the mean diagonal elements of the pressure tensor

with the edge aligned along the z axis. For the CG model, the

line tension decreased monotonically with increasing short-

tail lipid composition and dropped below zero, indicating
Biophysical Journal 98(12) 2895–2903



FIGURE 5 Time evolution of pore area in pore-containing systems at

various activity ratios. Data are smoothed with a 2-ns window for clarity.
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stable edges, when the short-tail lipid composition of the

bilayer reached ~20%. In the case presented here, the use

of Eq. 1 to evaluate line tension (Table 2) yields confusing

results. The line tension does not decrease monotonically

with the fraction of DHPC: systems R3 (a ¼ 5 � 107) and

R5 (a ¼ 20 � 107) yield negative values of L (suggesting

a stable edge), whereas R4 (a ¼ 10 � 107), with an interme-

diate fraction of short-tail lipid, yields positive values of L
(indicating an unstable edge). A possible factor behind this

complication is the freedom of the ribbons to rotate and

interact indirectly with their periodic images; ribbon R4

happens to have rotated more than R3 or R5. In ribbon

system R5, the stability of the edge is evident from the large

undulations in the ribbon contour. At yet higher DHPC

content (R6), a pore spontaneously appears in the bilayer

portion of the ribbon within 10 ns (Fig. S1).

As an alternative qualitative measure of edge stability, we

observed the dynamics of preexisting pores modeled at dif-

ferent compositions at zero surface tension (Fig. 5). At

300 K, the pores clearly shrank on the simulation timescale

for systems P1 and P2 (activity ratios of 0.5 � 107 and

2� 107), whereas pores were stable or grew at activity ratios

a ¼ 5 � 107 and above (P3–P6). From this behavior, we

tentatively conclude that in our model, the limit of edge

stability at 300 K lies between activity ratios a ¼ 2 � 107

and a ¼ 5 � 107, which correspond to compositions of

5% and 13% DHPC in intact bilayers (Table 3). At 323 K,

the transition from unstable to stable pores occurred between

a ¼ 2 � 106 and a ¼ 5 � 106, corresponding to a range of

bulk compositions between 7% and 17%. Using 31P-NMR

experiments, Triba et al. found ~2–3% DHPC in the bilayer

region at the limit of edge stability at 300 K, increasing to

~12% at 323 K (21). The discrepancy in the simulated and

experimental limiting compositions suggests that the model

described in this study may overpredict the miscibility of

DHPC with DMPC in the bilayer and/or underpredict the
Biophysical Journal 98(12) 2895–2903
ability of DHPC to stabilize the edge. The origins of this

discrepancy are difficult to identify, but some candidates

include imperfections in the force field, finite size effects,

and the use of a ternary DMPC-DDPC/DHPC mixture in

place of the binary DMPC/DHPC mixture. The simulations

confirm the conclusions of Triba et al. that DHPC is quite

likely to mix with DMPC in the bilayer region to a nonnegli-

gible degree. Although the decrease in pore size with

decreasing DHPC fraction appears to be in line with recent

experimental findings (19), this agreement may only be

a trivial result of the artificially fixed ratio of one pore per

128 lipids imposed by the simulation’s periodic boundary

conditions.

As the ratio of DHPC to DMPC is increased beyond the

apparent minimum for edge stability, several different

behaviors are seen. In systems P5 and P6, the pores expand

to the extent that they come into close contact with their peri-

odic images in the bilayer (xy) plane. The resulting structure

appears more like a system of branched cylindrical micelles

than a porous bilayer (see Fig. S3). In system P9 (at 323 K),

periodic images of pores merged into a channel separating

images of a wormlike micelle structure (Fig. S4). It should

be noted that the composition in this system has considerably

higher DHPC content (65%) than observed in mixed DMPC/

DHPC wormlike micelles identified in orientable nematic

phases (15,16,18). Those structures, with a lower proportion

of DHPC (20–30%) are likely to display a more ellipsoidal or

ribbonlike aspect. Interpretation of all these high-DHPC

structures is complicated by spurious effects of the periodic

boundary conditions, as pore expansion in the xy plane is

accompanied by shrinking of the z dimension of the simula-

tion box to maintain roughly constant total volume, and

interactions between periodic images limit the degree of

expansion possible.
Consideration of a two-phase, two-state model

A key assumption in simple models of bicelle structure is

that the edge and bulk compositions each remain fixed while

the variation of total system lipid composition only alters the

number ratio of edge lipids to bulk lipids, placing geometric

constraints on aggregate size and morphology. The ideal

bicelle model (14) treats this segregation as perfect, whereas

the two-phase, two-state (TPTS) (21) model assumes a parti-

tioning of the two components that may vary with tempera-

ture but is independent of total composition. The analysis of
31P-NMR signals from the two components in bicelle

mixtures by Triba et al. (21) fits well with the TPTS model.

The TPTS model neglects the coupling of the edge properties

to the composition of the bulk, a factor that can alter the

bulk-edge partitioning as the ratio of edge lipids to bulk

lipids becomes large. It is worth noting, therefore, that the

good fits to the TPTS model in Fig. 5 of Triba et al. (21)

are dominated by the high-DMPC regime where, due to the

small amount of edge present, the influence of edge-bilayer



FIGURE 6 Distance between peaks of upper- and lower-leaflet phos-

phorus site distributions along the bilayer normal for DMPC and DHPC

in intact bilayers.
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coupling on the partitioning is expected to be minor. As

previous simulations using a CG model for a bicellelike

mixture (52) have shown that thermodynamically stable

edges can be observed over a range of bilayer compositions,

in violation of the TPTS model, it is of interest to consider

the model in light of the computational results presented

here.

In a semigrand-canonical ensemble simulation, a system

that strictly follows TPTS behavior is expected to show

a transition in behavior at a value of DmDH-DM, unique to

a given temperature, that yields zero line tension and specific

compositions at the edge and bilayer interior. At lower

DmDH-DM, the DHPC concentration would be insufficient

to eliminate the line tension, and pores thus would tend to

close. At higher DmDH-DM, pores would form spontaneously

and the bilayer would lose structural integrity. Only in a very

narrow range of DmDH-DM would edges coexist with the

bilayer.

The simulations presented here do not exhibit this

expected behavior, as both pores and unperforated bilayer

structures are stable over a range of DmDH-DM. In this case,

however, the pores and/or the intact bilayers are almost

certainly metastable over part or all of this range. The forma-

tion of a pore presumably requires a high local density of

DHPC, which may not be kinetically accessible given the

rate of composition fluctuations. Only at very high DHPC

concentration (62% DHPC, a¼4 � 108) do we observe

spontaneous pore formation in an intact bilayer within an

~40-ns timescale. The determination of edge stability in

this case is similarly inexact, in the absence of precise line

tension data. Therefore, although these simulations appear

to indicate the breakdown of the TPTS model, ultimately

their limited trajectory times render them inconclusive on

this point.
FIGURE 7 C-H bond order parameters for acyl tails of intact and perfo-

rated bilayers (runs B3 and P3) at the same activity ratio, and for an intact

bilayer (run B5) at a composition similar to that of the perforated bilayer.
Structure of intact bilayers

The positioning of long and short lipid headgroups with

respect to the bilayer normal in intact bilayers is also of

interest. In previous work on binary fluid-phase mixtures dif-

fering by 4 carbons/tail (34,36), deviations between bilayer

thicknesses calculated according to mean phosphorus site

normal distributions of long and short lipids have been

<0.1 nm. In the DMPC/DHPC mixtures discussed here,

thickness differences of up to 0.2–0.3 nm are observed at

300 K, indicating that the DMPC headgroups protrude a little

over 0.1 nm farther into the solution on average than DHPC

headgroups, with the divergence decreasing as DHPC com-

position increases, or when the temperature is raised to

323 K (Fig. 6). These shifts are much smaller than the differ-

ences in tail length, indicating that the structural accommo-

dation is achieved mostly by positioning and conformational

rearrangement of the tails rather than the headgroups. Shifts

of similar magnitude were seen previously in simulations of

gel-phase DMPC/DSPC mixtures (36).
Tail orientational order

C-H bond order parameters provide a measure of tail order,

and have been studied in mixed bilayers (with the tails of one

component deuterium-labeled) via NMR spectroscopy (55),

as well as simulation (34). For intact bilayers, the magnitude

of the DMPC tail order parameter drops progressively with

increasing fractions of DHPC, whereas that for DHPC hardly

changes (see Fig. 7). The presence of a pore leads to yet
Biophysical Journal 98(12) 2895–2903
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lower order parameters, both for the DHPC (which is

enriched at the rim of the pore) and, to a lesser extent, for

the DMPC, as lipids aligned perpendicular to the overall

bilayer normal have a negative contribution to the mean.

We note that the effect of the pore on DMPC order parameter

is more pronounced for carbons nearer the headgroup; the

ends of the tails apparently extend far enough away from

the pore rim that they adopt orientational distributions

similar to tail ends in the intact bilayer.
CONCLUSIONS

Atomistic simulation of a quasibinary mixture of DMPC

and DHPC in intact bilayers, pore-containing bilayers, and

bilayer ribbons has been achieved using a two-step semi-

grand-canonical mixed MC/MD approach, with a small

concentration of DDPC included to facilitate transitions

between DMPC and DHPC. As expected, DHPC is greatly

enriched at the bilayer edge; however, a significant amount

of DMPC is also present at the edge. Partitioning of the

two components between edge and bilayer environments is

only weakly temperature-dependent. Relative to experiment,

the simulation model here overpredicts the minimum mole

fraction of DHPC needed to stabilize the edge. These simu-

lations support some elements of the TSTP model, namely,

that both the edge and interior regions should be treated as

mixtures of DMPC and DHPC rather than as pure phases.

A unique pair of compositions at which both edge and

bilayer environments are stable and at equilibrium with

each other could not, however, be identified. In intact bilayer

environments, DHPC and DMPC showed small (~0.1 nm)

differences in headgroup distribution with respect to the

bilayer normal. The C-H order parameter profiles for long

and short lipids in mixed bilayers are distinctly different in

pore-containing and intact mixed bilayers, even at the

same overall composition. The distribution of long and short

lipids in regions of close contact between pores shows

a higher degree of mixing than seen at other bilayer edges,

suggesting a possible mechanism for pore-pore attraction

that could be a key element in the stability of large porous

bilayer vesicles, whose stability has been described experi-

mentally but never fully rationalized.
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